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Project Summary
Energy storage technologies offer an unprecedented degree
of flexibility to the electric grid in both operational and
locational terms. Who deploys energy storage and where it
is deployed are two factors that have significant impact on
how the device will be used. This project explores policy
considerations underlying ownership decisions; different
ownership models associated with energy storage and how
storage is generally used under each of them; the use
cases for energy storage identified by state policies; and
how ownership models align with those policies, including
any additional infrastructure or regulations necessary to
enable a particular use under a given model.
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Resource adequacy
Peak Reduction
Ancillary services
Renewables integration
Customer rate management

• Transmission/distribution system services
• Transmission/distribution investment
deferral
• Resilience
• Decarbonization

Ownership Model Case Studies

Summary of Policy Issues
Arguments for Utility Ownership
• Opportunity for long-range, system-wide planning
• Opportunity to optimize the distribution system
• Enhanced flexibility to use cost-effective resources
• Enhanced economies of scale (i.e., prices drop with
larger projects) + utilities have low cost of financing
• Ownership through ratepayers is most socially
equitable

Ownership and Policy:
Identifying the Nexus Points

Arguments Against Utility Ownership
• Market power concerns: Utility ownership may preclude
third-party participation.
• Utility ownership focus limits energy storage on
reliability services only, forsaking other applications for
storage
• Uncertainties about cost recovery and equitable rate
treatment among customers
• Non-utility ownership will do more to ensure that
storage will be fairly compensated for the broadest
possible set of benefits
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